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Kerri McLean is a fresh award winning London-based director working within 
theatre, screen, audio, and sites-specific installations. She trained in drama and 
sound at London's Brunel and Westminster universities respectively.

Last summer she won The 'Overall Excellence Award' at The New York Fringe 
International Festival 2013 for her production of 'Kemble's Riot' which she 
directed and produced. Kerri's particularly excited by areas where drama and 
sound meet. Some of her work harnesses sound design, programming, projection 
mapping, or digital interactivity. Kerri is Associate Director at Rolemop Arts Ltd.

Having worked as a performer for over 15-years, Kerri is particularly adept at communicating with 
actors and the creative and production team, her strong vision and a determined creative force 
guides her through her collaborations. For several projects she has worked with writers throughout 
the inception to final draft process.

       
Directing Credits

Production Venue Further Info

Snakes and Ladders The Arcola Theatre, Brighton A darkly comic tale about family loyalties and 
(Tour) 2014 Dome Studio, The Hawth, identity. Set in a black hairdressers

Bernie Grants Arts, Snakes and Ladders'  'weaves' real life audio 
The Marlowe. interviews, sound design and projection around a 

fast paced, hilarious and yet moving family drama.  
Starring BAFTA and Golden Globe nominee Cathy 
Tyson and Olivier award nominee Nicola Blackman. 
15-date London/South East Tour.

Kemble's Riot The Players Theatre Based on true events, 'Kemble's Riot' re-creates the 
2013 (off-Broadway New York) Old Price Riots of 1907 in London's Convent Garden 

MacDougal Street, Theatre. Renowned Actor John Kemble's fate plays 
Manhattan, New York. out for an audience who become the rioting pit. 

Part of The New York Fringe International Festival
2013. Winner of 'Overall Excellence Award' Fringe 
New York 2013. 5 Performances starring Olivier 
Award Winner  Guy Masterson & The Stage Best 
Actress award winner Beth Fitzgerald. 

Glimmers Brighton Digital Festival An interactive radio drama set in a chaotic and 
2013 desperate future where politics and power struggles 

play over lost chances and fated decisions. 
'Glimmers' premiered at The Brighton Digital 
Festival 2013 and starred Olivier Award winner
Guy Masterson & Dave Mounfield. The script was 
developed with writer Alex Buckley.
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Snakes and Ladders Soho Theatre & Nightingale Script development and preview shows were  
Development Brighton Dome studio explored with BBC radio writer Sarah Naomi Lee.
& Previews Over a period of 3 years, using an audio archive of
(2011 & 2014) BME communities talking about their relationship

with their hair to inspire the progression of the 
work. The piece led to a co-pro tour in 2014.
Other guest collaborators included Royal 
Philharmonic composer Shirley Thompson & 
spoken word poet Zena Edwards.
http://www.snakesandladders.eu/

Memories of Aldeburgh Festival, A funny, dark and compelling storytelling piece that 
Mermaids Brighton Dome, & brings old folk tales into contemporary life. Music, 
(2012/13) Black History Month animated storytelling, projection and humorous

characters bring a sharp and witty look at old tales 
in urban settings.

Broken Loops Old Vic Tunnels Mother and daughter Rose and Cheryl meet for the 
(2012) first time after 10-years of silence. Cheryl's

revelation that she left after suffering amnesia 
leaves many questions unanswered, the audience 
help to seek out some family history clues.
Part of London's Vault Festival. 9 Performances. 
Live immersive performance, with projection & 
interactive technologies
“Top 10” events for Time Out London and 
Independent. 

Toodar Music Video Ten Paces Music Video A dark story-tale feel meet grotesque indulgence 
for a wry approach to  Toodar's '10 Paces video.' 
Caught in a loop for the 2011 single release.

Past Replay Past P3 Gallery, London A large scale audio-visual extravaganza that places 
the audience in an old disused and seemingly 
redundant car park. Left to their 
own devices to uncover memories that are 
attached within objects in the space; identity,
meaning and memory are explored. Old family 
histories layer to reveal the past. A 5-day run at 
London's P3 Gallery. 

The Secret Agent Yvonne Arnaud, Greenwich, A noir inspired, new adaptation of Joseph Conrad's 
Previews & Canterbury Festival 'The Secret Agent looks at the world 
Tour surrounding one England's first 
(2008 & 2009) suicide bombings in 1907. The duality 

and parallels within the piece present a new 
twist to the original, the parallels in politics and the 
family home. Starring David Mounfield & Ian 
Shaw. 

A Fine Line Between Brighton Festival Fringe Adult pantomime 'A Fine Line Between Laughter and 
Between Laughter and Loathing' sees a failing traveling circus thrust 8 of 
Loathing. its' workers out into the world to fend for 

themselves. It's hard to get a shop job to pay the rent 
if you're a wolf boy, bearded lady or an exploding 
cannon ball. An hilarious parody on the English 
capitalist system, the rat race, and the prejudices 
within it.
Featuring recorded and live music form Bosnian folk 
band Mysenka for a fallout festival feel.
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